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Abstract: Influenza A viruses (IAVs) pose a serious threat to global health. On the one hand, these
viruses cause seasonal flu outbreaks in humans. On the other hand, they are a zoonotic infec-
tion that has the potential to cause a pandemic. The most important natural reservoir of IAVs
are waterfowl. In this study, we investigated the occurrence of IAV in birds in the Republic of
Buryatia (region in Russia). In 2020, a total of 3018 fecal samples were collected from wild mi-
gratory birds near Lake Baikal. Of these samples, 11 were found to be positive for the H13N8
subtype and whole-genome sequencing was performed on them. All samples contained the same
virus with the designation A/Unknown/Buryatia/Arangatui-1/2020. To our knowledge, virus
A/Unknown/Buryatia/Arangatui-1/2020 is the first representative of the H13N8 subtype collected
on the territory of Russia, the sequence of which is available in the GenBank database. An anal-
ysis of reassortments based on the genome sequences of other known viruses has shown that
A/Unknown/Buryatia/Arangatui-1/2020 arose as a result of reassortment. In addition, a reas-
sortment most likely occurred several decades ago between the ancestors of the viruses recently
collected in China, the Netherlands, the United States and Chile. The presence of such reassortment
emphasizes the ongoing evolution of the H13N8 viruses distributed in Europe, North and East Asia,
North and South America and Australia. This study underscores the importance of the continued
surveillance and research of less-studied influenza subtypes.

Keywords: influenza A virus; reassortment; H13N8; surveillance

1. Introduction

Influenza is an enveloped virus with a segmented RNA genome. Influenza viruses
are divided into four species: A, B, C and D. Remarkably, influenza A viruses (IAVs) are
responsible for most of the major human pandemics, including the Spanish flu of 1918–1920,
which killed more than 50 million people [1]. While influenza C and D contain seven genome
segments, influenza A and B contain eight. The three largest segments encode viral RNA-
dependent RNA polymerases (segments PB1, PB2 and PA), which are responsible for the
replication of the viral genome in host cells. Other segments are the nucleoprotein (NP), the
matrix protein (M1) and the membrane protein (M2), the nonstructural protein (NS1), the
nuclear export protein (NEP) and two segments encoding glycoproteins that envelop the
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virus, namely haemagglutinin (HA) [1] and neuraminidase (NA) [2]. These two segments
play the most important role in the life cycle of the virus, as HA is responsible for binding
to cell surface receptors and entering the cell [3], while NA provides the release of new viral
particles [2,4]. HA and NA are the most variable antigenically. Therefore, IAV has been
categorized into subtypes depending on which HA and NA types are present in the particles.
There are 19 different HA and 11 different NA types [5], and each subtype of influenza A
has a number depending on which HA and NA types it has, e.g., H1N1 and H3N2 are the
subtypes that mainly cause seasonal infections and even pandemics in humans.

Point mutations in HA and NA can accumulate and lead to subtle changes in the surface
glycoproteins. This process is called antigenic drift and ensures a smooth evolution of the
virus. As a result, the vaccine developed based on the previous year’s strain may be ineffective
against the new season’s virus [6]. In contrast, the rapid changes in the viral genome are
caused by the so-called antigenic shift of HA or NA. If several different IAV strains infect the
same host, the genomes of these strains can reorganize and form a new strain. Antigenic shift
and antigenic drift together ensure the evolution of influenza viruses, which complicates the
development of vaccines and still makes influenza research relevant today [2,3].

IAVs are a group of viruses that circulate in animals, including birds [7,8], pigs [9],
bats [10], dogs and cats [11], marine mammals [12] and humans [4]. These viruses cause
seasonal epidemics in humans that lead to 300–500 thousand deaths each year [4]. In other
words, influenza A viruses can effectively infect different species. However, some subtypes
circulate only in one or several species, e.g., the two HA subtypes H13 and H16 occur
naturally only in gulls, terns and very rarely in ducks [13]. These subtypes are widespread
in the northern hemisphere [14,15] and form two geographically separate clades in Eurasia
and North America. These clades are only weakly connected by migratory birds, which
only have contact with shorebirds during migration [13].

In 2014, Lindsay et al. [16] published the results of a phylogenetic analysis of two H16
samples collected in California, USA (one isolate from 1750 gull feces samples collected in
2012 and one isolate from 300 chickens in 2013). Surprisingly, different genome segments
showed 98–99% similarity with samples collected in different years in different regions.
The HA, PA, PB1 and PB2 segments were similar to the sequence of the virus collected in
Iceland in 2010, the NP segment was similar to the sequence of the virus collected in New
Jersey (USA) in 2009, the M sequence was similar to the sequence of the virus collected in
Quebec (Canada) in 2009 and the NA sequence was similar to the sequence of the virus
collected in Alaska (USA) in 2010.

Lindh et al. [17] published a study in 2016 based on the analysis of 409 gull samples
collected in Finland between 2005 and 2010. Among them, only 14 influenza-positive sam-
ples were detected, including 11 H13 samples, 2 H16 and 1 H3N8. Only two HA sequences
of H13 were long enough for phylogenetic analysis and showed 98–99% similarity with
sequences from viruses collected in Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Central Asia. Another
H13 sequence showed 98% identity with North and South American strains. The HA
sequences of H16 showed 98% identity with European strains and 98–99% identity with
Central Asian strains.

These and other [18] reports show that H13 and H16 viruses are usually reassortants
with a broad geography of ancestors. However, low pathogenicity variants such as H13
and H16 are less studied than highly pathogenic variants because they do not have a major
impact on human and domestic bird populations. To investigate the global spread and
evolution of H13 and H16 in 2020, Verhagen et al. [19] analyzed the HA sequences of
84 viruses. It was found that H13 and H16 circulate independently in wild birds without
overlapping antigenic patterns.

In this study, a complete genome sequence analysis of 122 H13N8 isolates, including
samples deposited to the National Center for Biotechnology Information, NCBI, and col-
lected by the authors, is performed to investigate the phylogeography and evolution of
low-pathogenic H13 IAVs over a long period of time and on a worldwide geographic scale.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample Collection

In September 2020, an expedition was undertaken to collect biological samples in the
vicinity of Lake Baikal. The main aim of this expedition was to collect fecal samples from
wild migratory birds. A total of 3018 fecal samples were collected. In total, 1986 samples
were collected in the delta of the Selenga River in the Republic of Buryatia, and the
remaining 1032 samples were collected on the shore of Lake Arangatui, a satellite of Lake
Baikal. These particular sampling sites were selected due to their recognized importance
as resting areas for birds during their seasonal migrations, with a focus on waterfowl.
Waterfowl are known to be important vectors for avian influenza viruses [6].

The fecal samples were collected with cotton swabs to preserve their freshness and
integrity. The collected samples were stored in cryotubes to ensure their preservation at
low temperatures. To maintain the samples’ viability, all cryotubes were stored in liquid
nitrogen dewars for the duration of the expedition. The samples were transported to the
laboratory on dry ice. After transport, all samples were stored at −80 ◦C.

2.2. Virus Isolation and Detection

The collected samples (n = 3018) were grouped into 302 pools. Each pool was subjected
to RNA isolation followed by real-time PCR analysis using specific primers for the M gene.
These primers were recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO) [20]. Of the
total 302 sample pools, only five pools were positive in reverse transcription PCR. The
samples from these positive pools were then individually subjected to reverse transcription
PCR analysis. Further, 50 µg of each positive sample was suspended, dissolved in 500 µL of
PBS with 1× gentamicin and mixed well by vortexing. The samples were then centrifuged
at 13,000 rpm for 5 min. The supernatant was filtered through a 0.45 µm syringe filter
to remove larger particles and potential contaminants. These supernatants were injected
into eight-day-old chicken embryos, allowing the viruses to replicate during a four-day
incubation period. In other words, live viruses were isolated for tested samples.

The allantoic fluid was extracted from the embryos and collected for further analysis.
The collected allantoic fluid was subjected to RNA isolation followed by real-time PCR
analysis using primers specific to the M gene.

2.3. Virus Sequencing

For further analysis, all positive samples were subjected to one-step RT-PCR (Re-
verse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction) using the SuperScript III One-Step RT-PCR
System with Platinum Taq DNA Polymerase Kit, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA. In this pro-
cedure, we combined both cDNA synthesis (complementary DNA) and PCR amplification
in a single tube and used genome-specific primers for all virus fragments: MBTuni-12 [5-
ACGCGTGATCAGCAAAAGCAGG] and MBTuni-13 [5-ACGCGTGATCAGTAGTAGAAA
CAAGG]. Subsequently, the isolated fragments were cloned into the TOPO vector using
the TOPO XL-2 Complete PCR Cloning Kit from Invitrogen and then sequenced with M13
primers using the Sanger method. The Sanger reads were assembled with the SnapGene
v.2.3.2 software. For segments longer than the Sanger reads, sequencing was performed in
several steps. After sequencing with M13 primers, the primers were synthesized for the
further sequencing of the remaining part of the segment.

2.4. Preparation of Concatenated Sequences and Alignment

A BLAST search [21] showed that the Baikal sample was representative of the H13N8
subtype. All H13N8 nucleotide sequences of the fragments available from December 2022
were retrieved from the NCBI database [22]. Only full-length sequences were obtained for
further analysis. Viral Segment Concatenator [23] was used to concatenate eight viral segment
sequences into one artificial sequence. All sequences that differed from another sequence in
the dataset by less than 0.1% of the nucleotide sequence were omitted using CD-HIT [24]. The
viral sequences were aligned using MAFFT [25] v7.453 (8 November 2019) with the following
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parameters: mafft --localpair --maxiterate 1000. The Baikal sample (deposited in GenBank
under accession numbers OQ868192–OQ868199) was added to the genome pool to perform a
reassortment analysis. The sequences of its segments were also concatenated.

2.5. Reassortment Analysis

Reassortment analysis was conducted using the construction of the pairwise dis-
tance correspondence plot (PDCP) and pairwise distance deviation matrix (PDDM) [26].
RDP5 [27] was used to test and compare the results from the general method. SimPlot++
3.5.1 was used to make similarity plots [28]. Phylogenetic trees were constructed with
IQ-TREE [29] using the GTR substitution model and visualized in iTOL [30].

3. Results

A total of 3018 samples were collected from waterfowl near Lake Baikal. The virus
was isolated from the feces of various bird species, so it was not possible to identify the
exact host of the virus. At the same time, cormorants and gulls were the predominant
bird species in this region in September 2020. A total of 23 out of 3018 samples (0.8%)
contained genomic IAV fragments according to the PCR results. In addition, the PCR-
positive samples were used for the inoculation of chicken embryos. The collected
allantoic fluid was subjected to RNA isolation followed by real-time PCR analysis using
primers specific to the M gene. This screening revealed that 11 out of 3018 samples (0.4%)
contained viruses that could replicate in chicken embryos. All 11 viruses were subjected
to the sequencing.

These sequences of 11 IAVs were completely identical. Since all these samples originate
from the same area, we can assume that only one variant of the IAVs is spreading in this bird
population (mainly cormorants and gulls). It should be noted that the virus was isolated
from the feces of the community of different bird species. Therefore, the identification
of the exact host of the virus was not possible. The sequences of the virus segments
labelled A/Unknown/Buryatia/Arangatui-1/2020 have been deposited in GenBank under
accession numbers OQ868192–OQ868199.

A total of 976 sequences assigned to the H13N8 subtype were downloaded from
GenBank. All segments of 122 viruses were completely sequenced. These segments were
sequentially concatenated into a single sequence for each of the 122 H13N8 viruses. The
PDDM was generated for all possible pairs of genomic regions using a sliding window
(Figure 1). The red in the plot indicates whether there was a high phylogenetic incongruence
between the corresponding genomic regions. In contrast, blue indicates a low phylogenetic
incongruence between the corresponding genomic regions. Reassortment between different
segments was more frequent than in others. The root mean square error (RMSE) of all
pairwise distances of two genomic regions from the regression line reflects the extent of
phylogenetic incongruence between these fragments of the genome [26]. A high RMSE
(shown in red in Figure 1) indicates more frequent reassortment between the corresponding
regions of the genome. PDDM showed that reassortment between most divergent viruses
occurred between the PB2, HA and NS segments (Figure 1).

PDCPs were generated for the PB2, HA and NS segments to show the difference in
the pairwise evolutionary distances between these genomic regions (Figure 2). Briefly,
the percentage of different nucleotides between the PB2 and HA segments (Figure 2b),
PB2 and NS segments (Figure 2d), HA and NS segments (Figure 2f) were plotted. For the
PDCP construction, all sequences were divided into all possible pairs. In the next step, the
percentage of the different nucleotides for the different genomic regions was calculated
(axes in Figure 2), which determined the position of the dots in the PDCP. It should be noted
that virus pairs with different percentages of different nucleotides in different genomic
regions are assumed to contain reassortant viruses. For example, the dots in the lower
right area of Figure 2f indicate the virus pairs that differ by about 18% of the nucleotides in
the PB2 segment sequences, but are almost identical in the NS segment sequences. As a
negative control for reassortment, the identified genomic regions were concatenated and
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pairwise evolutionary distances were calculated for the odd and even positions of the same
sequence pairs (Figure 2a,c,e).
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Figure 1. Pairwise distance divergence matrix (PDDM) for H13N8 influenza viruses (Window = 500 nt,
Step = 150 bp). The PB2 subunit, hemagglutinin (HA) and NS segments were visually the most involved
in recombination events compared to the rest of the genome. The color gradient scale shows the root
mean square error (RMSE) values in PDCP.

Similarity plot analysis (Figure 3) was performed for the virus collected near Lake
Baikal and six other viruses that formed virus pairs with the virus we collected, which had
different numbers of non-identical nucleotides in different genomic regions, as indicated
by the PDCP (Figure 2). The intersections of the similarity plots were taken as an indi-
cation of multiple reassortments. To further validate the results, phylogenetic trees were
generated for each segment. The different topology of these trees also indicates reassort-
ment events (Figure 4). According to the phylogenetic trees (Figure 4), each segment of
A/Unknown/Buryatia/Arangatui-1/2020 was grouped with different viruses isolated at
remote locations (Table 1). For the PB2 segment, the most similar viruses were isolated from
China and Chile; for PB1 and PA, from the USA; for HA, from the USA and China; for NP
and NA, from the USA, China and Chile; for M, from the USA and Chile; and for NS, from
the USA, China, Chile and the Netherlands. It should be noted that here the grouping of the
virus with China A/Unknown/Buryatia/Arangatui-1/2020 was determined as belonging
to those clades of the phylogenetic tree that contained novel viruses and had a bootstrap
support value of more than 70 at the corresponding node.
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Figure 2. Pairwise nucleotide distance comparison plots (PDCP) showing phylogenetic incongruence
between selected genetic regions of H13N8 influenza viruses. Each dot represents a pair of raw nucleotide
distances between the two sequences in two genomic regions (axis labelling). (a) PDCP constructed for
the concatenated 4th (HA) and 8th (NA) segments for which pairwise distances were calculated for even
and odd sites (negative control); (b) PDCP constructed for HA and NS segments of H13N8 influenza
viruses; (c) PDCP constructed for even and odd sites of concatenated 2nd (PB2) and 8th (NA) segments
(negative control); (d) PDCP constructed for PB2 and NS segments of H13N8 influenza viruses; (e) PDCP
constructed for even and odd sites of concatenated 4th (HA) and 8th (NS) segments (negative control);
(f) PDCP constructed for HA and NS segments of H13N8 influenza viruses.
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NP (e), NA (f), M (g) and NS (h), of the influenza A genome. A/Unknown/Buryatia/Arangatui-1/2020
sample is highlighted in red. Maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic inference was inferred from the
MAFFT alignment [31] using IQ-TREE. The reliability of the trees was evaluated by UFBoot values [25].
The scale bar indicates the nucleotide substitutions per site.
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Table 1. Viruses clustering with A/Unknown/Buryatia/Arangatui-1/2020 at high bootstrap support
(according to Figure 4).

Segment Closest Viruses Place of Collection

PB2
A/Black-tailed gull/Weihai/6/2016 China

A/Black skimmer/Chile/C20057/2016 Chile

PB1 A/Glaucus-winged gull/Southcentral Alaska/15MB02018/2015 USA

PA A/Glaucus-winged gull/Southcentral Alaska/15MB02018/2015 USA

HA
A/Glaucus-winged gull/Southcentral Alaska/15MB02018/2015 USA

A/Black-tailed gull/Weihai/6/2016 China

NP
A/Glaucus-winged gull/Southcentral Alaska/15MB02018/2015 USA

A/Black-tailed gull/Weihai/6/2016 China
A/Black skimmer/Chile/C20057/2016 Chile

NA
A/Glaucus-winged gull/Southcentral Alaska/15MB02018/2015 USA

A/Black-tailed gull/Weihai/6/2016 China
A/Black skimmer/Chile/C20057/2016 Chile

M
A/Glaucus-winged gull/Southcentral Alaska/15MB02018/2015 USA

A/Black skimmer/Chile/C20057/2016 Chile

NS

A/Glaucus-winged gull/Southcentral Alaska/15MB02018/2015 USA
A/Black-tailed gull/Weihai/6/2016 China

A/Black skimmer/Chile/C20057/2016 Chile
A/Black-headed gull/Netherlands/10/2010 Netherlands

4. Discussion

Reassortment in IAVs can occur either between viruses of the same subtype or between
viruses of different subtypes. Influenza viruses isolated from migratory birds can have a
diverse genetic constellation with a combination of internal genes from different lineages or
variants. For example, the similarity plot (Figure 3) and phylogenetic trees (Figure 4, Table 1)
show the mosaic nature of the genome of virus A/Unknown/Buryatia/Arangatui-1/2020.
A comparison with viruses of the same subtype (H13N8) shows that the genetic diversity
of segments of the selected viruses can change drastically. For example, the HA segment
of A/Unknown/Buryatia/Arangatui-1/2020 and A/Black skimmer/Chile/C20057/2016
differ in 316 out of 1660 nucleotides (19.0%) according to the BLASTN algorithm, while
the PB2 segment sequences of these two viruses are not identical in 72 out of 2279 (3.2%)
nucleotides according to the BLASTN algorithm. The most plausible explanation for
this observation is that the ancestor of virus A/Unknown/Buryatia/Arangatui-1/2020 or
A/Black skimmer/Chile/C20057/2016 lost its original HA segment and gained a new HA
segment through a reassortment event.

The most plausible explanation for the contradictory topology of the phylogenetic trees
constructed for the different segments of the selected H13N8 viruses (Figure 4, Table 1) is an
abundant process of reassortment that generally occurs in H13N8 [32]. At the same time, it
should be noted that one of the most important factors for the global diversity of H13 viruses
is intersubtypic reassortment. For example, A/Vega gull/South Korea/GNU54/2021(H13N6),
which is most similar in sequence to the PB2 segment of A/Unknown/Buryatia/Arangatui-
1/2020, is a representative of a different subtype. At the same time, the PB2 segment sequences
of these two viruses match 2259 of 2279 nucleotides (99.12%). The closest representatives of
H13N8, A/black-tailed gull/Weihai/17/2016 and A/black skimmer/Chile/C20057/2016,
have nucleotides that are 97.19% and 96.75% identical to the PB2 segment sequence of
A/Unknown/Buryatia/Arangatui-1/2020, respectively. The mean evolutionary rate of
H13 was estimated to be approximately 5.81 × 10−3 substitutions per site per year [33].
This means that about 0.0581% of the nucleotides of the H13 genome change every year.
In other words, according to a rough estimate, the most recent common ancestor (tM-
RCA) of the PB2 segment of A/Unknown/Buryatia/Arangatui-1/2020 and A/Vega gull/
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South Korea/GNU54/2021 existed about ten years ago, while the tMRCA of A/Unknown/
Buryatia/Arangatui-1/2020 and A/black skimmer/Chile/C20057/2016, for example, ex-
isted decades ago. At the same time, according to the NA segment sequences available
in the GeneBank database, A/yellow-legged gull/Republic of Georgia/1/2013, A/black-
headed gull/Netherlands/7/2013, A/black skimmer/Chile/C20057/2016, A/black-tailed
gull/Weihai/17/2016 and A/Glaucus-winged gull/Southcentral Alaska/15MB02018/2015
show nucleotides that are 95.19% to 97.24% identical to A/Unknown/Buryatia/Arangatui-
1/2020, indicating that the tMRCA of the above viruses NA segments has not existed recently.

In other words, the genome of strain A/Unknown/Buryatia/Arangatui-1/2020 con-
tains traces of reassortments that took place several decades ago between the ancestors
of viruses recently collected in China, the Netherlands, the United States and Chile. This
means that co-infection of the waterfowl with viruses from Eurasian and North American
lineages has occurred in the past. Indeed, migratory birds can fly between North America
and Europe, for example, via the East Atlantic Flyway [15], creating a common network of
the H13N8 IAV gene pool that spreads across the Americas and Eurasia. This speculation is
consistent with the fact that the intensive intercontinental exchange of H13 viruses has re-
cently been demonstrated [19]. It should be noted that, for example, there were none nearly
identical to the A/Unknown/Buryatia/Arangatui-1/2020 sequences of H13N8 viruses.
The closest known viral sequences in terms of the percentage of identical nucleotides
showed considerable differences in their genomes. This means that the description of the
genome sequence of the virus collected at Lake Baikal significantly expands our knowledge
about the genetic diversity of H13N8. On the other hand, it shows that knowledge about
the actual diversity of this low-pathogenic IAV subtype is still very fragmentary. At the
same time, H13N8 viruses spread with waterfowl flying in northern Eurasia and North
and South America, and currently there is no standardized system of global surveillance.

Recently, it has been shown that H13 representatives, A/mallard/Dalian/DZ-137/2013
and A/Eurasian Curlew/Liaoning/ZH-385/2014 may infect chickens and mice [34]. This
means that H13 viruses may infect not only wild aquatic birds but also domesticated birds
and mammals. Indeed, serological analysis by hemagglutination inhibition demonstrated
the recent infection of birds housed in farms (e.g., muscovy ducks, geese, swan geese,
mallards, pheasants, red-legged partridges, rock partridges, grey partridges). Moreover,
antibodies against H13 IAV were found in humans working as wildlife professionals in
Italy [35]. At the same time, to the best of our knowledge, currently there are no known
sequences of H13 viruses collected from humans.

Logically, most of the resources are used to research those variants of the influenza
virus that pose an immediate threat to humans and have pandemic potential. In February
2024, for example, GenBank contained 153,470 and 155,681 records belonging to the H1N1
and H2N3 subtypes of IAVs that cause seasonal outbreaks of this infection in humans.
Of particular interest are the highly pathogenic variants of the influenza virus, which are
widespread among birds and can cause fatal infections in humans. For example, serotypes
H5N1 and H5N8 are considered highly pathogenic and are the subject of increased interest.
In February 2024, the GenBank database contained 30,856 and 8596 data records for these
variants. Of note, reassortment is one of the most important drivers of IAV evolution.
Highly pathogenic variants can arise through reassortment with low-pathogenic viruses.
For example, the highly pathogenic H5N6 avian influenza virus emerged through reas-
sortment between the highly virulent H5N8 strain from Korea and the N6 gene of a low
pathogenic H3N6 virus from the Netherlands [36]. Thus, even low-pathogenic variants of
the influenza virus can contribute to the emergence of new highly pathogenic variants and
pose a serious threat to global health. For example, the spread of highly pathogenic H5
IAVs mostly overlaps with the distribution of H13N8 IAVs [37]. For this reason, co-infection
of the same bird with two different viruses is possible, probably leading to the emergence
of a new variant of the virus with unpredictable phenotypic characteristics.

It should be noted that 1173 sequences for the low-pathogenic variant H13N8 are
currently described in the GenBank database (as of February 2024). The monitoring of the
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spread of the different influenza virus serotypes is therefore inconsistent. In addition, the
intensity of the detection of the genomic sequences of viruses of the same subtype varies
greatly in different regions of the world. To our knowledge, the A/Unknown/Buryatia/
Arangatui-1/2020 virus is the first representative of subtype H13N8 collected on the ter-
ritory of Russia, the sequence of which is available in the GenBank database. Of the
1173 entries in GenBank, 717 contain information on viruses collected in the Netherlands,
250 contain information on viruses collected in the USA (including 218 in the state of Min-
nesota), 80 contain information on viruses collected in the Republic of Georgia, 56 contain
information on viruses collected in Chile, 40 contain information on viruses collected in
China, 19 contain information on viruses collected in Sweden, 8 contain information on
virus collected in Mongolia, 2 contain information on viruses collected in Australia and
1 contains information on virus collected in Norway.

A quick analysis of the strain names of the H13N8 subtype listed in the GenBank
database thus shows that its actual distribution is significantly higher than described in
earlier studies. In addition to North America and Eurasia, these viruses have also been
found in South America and Australia. For example, H13N8 representatives have been
found in the US states of Minnesota and Alaska. However, viruses have yet to be discovered
and collected in Canada, which lies between these two locations. No viruses have been
described in the region between China and Australia either. In Europe, the virus has only
been found in the Netherlands, Sweden and Norway. At the same time, antibodies against
H13N8 have been found in poultry in Italy. Overall, this analysis indicates a wider and
possibly underestimated distribution of the H13N8 subtype, with the GenBank database
providing valuable information on the presence of the virus in different geographical
regions. The discrepancies in distribution emphasize the need for a continued global
surveillance system for IAVs transmitted by migratory birds.

5. Conclusions

This study presents a comprehensive analysis of H13N8 influenza viruses, focusing
on the prevalence of reassortment events within this particular subtype. The research
provides valuable insights into the global distribution and evolution of H13N8 influenza
viruses, which are classified as a low-pathogenic subtype found in wild birds. By analyzing
122 full-genome sequences, this study reveals the widespread reassortment events occur-
ring within the H13N8 subtype. It should be noted that the segment exchange between
most divergent viruses occurred between the PB2, HA and NS segments.

The identification of a new reassortant virus near Lake Baikal highlights the criti-
cal need for continuous surveillance and research to better understand the evolutionary
dynamics of influenza viruses, particularly in less studied subtypes such as H13N8.

The limited availability of complete genomes in public databases underscores the
need for further investigations and sequencing efforts to enhance our understanding of the
genetic diversity and evolution of H13N8 and other less-studied influenza subtypes.
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